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・ Search for heavy pseudoscalar (A) / scalar (H) Higgs bosons, 
decaying into a ttbar

Key Point I.

・Higgs doublet model is assumed here and searched. 

-- 2HDM was originally thought as a candidate to solve the CP 
violation.  Simply,   as the name telling us, it has two sets of 
doublet. 

-- it fits to many model such as,   SUSY, little higgs, neutrino 
model,  axion , , ,  

-- Besides,  SM Higgs,   general 2HDM has many parameters to 
be decided,  thus, there are many models.     

-- It depends on the model, but t(tbar) is naturally expected 
to couple strongly with those new Higgs 



Key Point II.

・ Data Set :     20.3 fb-1 of pp collision with √s = 8 TeV

・Channel (tag):   ttbar-> (b+W->lepton) + (b+W->jets)

・ data set/channel/event selections is identical as previous search 
“A search for ttabr resonances using lepton-plus-jets events in 
proton-proton collisions at sqrt(s)=8 TeV with the ATLAS detector” 



Invariant mass distribution (from Simulation)

According to the paper,  “S+I” is generated by modifying the 
simulator (MadGraph5_aMC@NLO)

?



Systematic uncertainties

dominant for 
the yield and 
shape



Background comparison

Expected 
number of 
background 
events

Standard Model ttbar is major component (off course) and the data 
seems to be roughly consistent with those expected background events. 

### I was wondering if this systematic is small . . .



ttbar Invariant mass distribution 

-- Bottom figure shows the ratio between data & background 

-- the histograms of A/H are expected distribution with the 
assumption of their mass (500GeV) and tanb=0.68

-- By changing these variables, they can set the limit on the parameter space



95% C.L.  for the type-II 2HDM model parameters 



Summary 

・Search for massive pseudoscalar & scalar resonance decaying 
to ttbar was done with 20.3fb-1 pf pp collision at 8 TeV

・The results shows no significant deviations from SM prediction,
and limits of 95% C.L. for were obtained. 

・This is the first search in the final state to take into account the 
significant interference between the signal process and the b.g. 
from SM ttbar.  It tightens significantly the previously published 
constraints on the 2HDM parameter space 


